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Abstract:
The professions associated to the analysis of territorial dynamics have evolved together with the technique and in particular The Technologies of Information and Communication. (TIC). If “the research and the interpretation of the types of space organization is a major task of the geographers” (Sède, 2002), it is equally important that the comprehension of these spatial organizations should go through the identification and comprehension of the performance of the actors who are upstream, the latter ones being strongly defined by their institutional position or not, as well as by the resources or constraints they are associated to (Jeannot, 2003). At the same time, the methods of analysis, which have continuously evolved as well, are nowadays reinforced because they dispose of more and more information (Moine, Sède, 2001) and it is now possible by means of certain observation tools to carry out in-depth analysis of certain geographic spaces (Moine, 2007), although without being able to correctly reproduce, by means of the same tools, the action logics that prevail and that make territories out of them. And even when dealt with spatial analysis (without considering the actors’ logics), there are often some difficulties to overcome in order to mobilize reliable and comparable information updated on a regular basis. In this way, the observation tools grow in number, the informatics developments allow it, but very often they are not conceived in a general perspective which could allow in the same time the representation of the territories, their observation, helping in making decisions and support the local governance. We are actually dealing with understanding how a range of measures could be developed around the interaction among actors, but also between actors and data, which they possess and/or make use of, in order to develop a local “territorial intelligence”.
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We wish to structure again a range of concepts, in order to enlighten the basis of decision-making in land settlement, taking into account the new technologies of information which are nowadays applied. Therefore, several concepts are structured around the question of observation within the framework of land settlement and action, no matter what the approached thematic might be; these concepts determine the action:
- the first concept is of course that of territory, it represents the methodological pedestal of our reflections and of the tools which result from it, and reveals the strong interaction which bounds the actors and the geographic space that they use, settle and organize;
- the second concept, that of observation, deals with the actions which will allow to follow the territories’ evolution; how we represent this complex system and how we interpret the information which describe it;
- the third, that of governance, questions us upon the means of supporting the reflection of territorial actors, no matter who they might be, through a better help to a coordinated decision;

Once these concepts and their reciprocal relations are defined, we should ask ourselves what connects them and allows by means of a general approach to speak about territorial intelligence, by referring to the question of interaction between actors, information and the tools at their disposal.

I. Structured concepts for a better decision-making

1. The territory is a complex system…

The territory is a system, for that it takes on the range of properties specific to the complex systems (Moine, 2006), in terms of structure and dynamic, which rises up the question of time’s irreversibility and the fact that it has to be taken into account. This system is made out of two sub-systems absolutely inseparable: on the one hand, the actors, reunited by their mutual performances which lead to using, settling and administrating the second sub-system which is the geographic space, made out of places and objects which interact by the will of their location and especially through the facilities and restrictions that they provide to the actors (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The loop of feedback in land settlement

Note:
Sous-système acteurs = actors sub-system
Acteurs et réseaux d’acteurs = actors and networks of actors
Acteur isolé = Isolated actor
Lien inter-réseau = Inter-network connection
Acteur appartenant à plusieurs réseaux = Actor belonging to several networks
Perçu-vecu = Perceived-experienced
Aménager, utiliser, gérer = Land settle, use, administrate
Sous-système de l’espace géographique = Sub-system of geographic space
Conditions de vie = Living conditions
Climat = climate
Lieu = Place
Milieu naturel = Natural environment
Milieu physique = Physical environment
Habiter = Live
Changer = Change
S’approprier = Appropriate
Exploiter = Exploit
Filtre personnel, idéologique, sociétal = Personal, ideological, societal filter

The loop of feedback in land settlement, from a general point of view, is born out of this interaction; it represents in fact the combination between infinity of loops of positive and/or negative feedback which put the territorial systems under pressure, meaning in a more or less stable balance. There results a territorial complexity built out of multiple memberships and intersected networks, due mostly to the labyrinth of socio-spatial mechanisms and to territorial coalitions, encouraged by the States, as emphasized by Cox (1998). We rely here mainly on the principles specific to the complex systems, based mostly on the notion of dynamic, very well organized and strongly interactive.

Such systems, whose organization is made out of hyper cycles (several loops of feedback, closed one into another), can difficulty be made subject of an analysis which consists of reducing them to little isolated units. The presence of loops of positive and negative feedback provides them with a great sensitivity to outside conditions, even to oscillations, as well as with a certain degree of autonomy, which makes them non-predictable hence non-controllable (Swartz, 1994).

Therefore, the geographic space exists for a long time which can overtake the time of existence of the territory. Actually while the spatial structure is made durable in time, the systems of actors and the performances that result from them seem more fluctuant. If we consider the three major temporalities of a spatial system:

- The fast dynamics (…),
- the slower ones of the succession of states of the system (…)
- and those of the longest time which determine the existence of systems (Durand-Dastès, 1999),

we can say that the long time is that of the existence of the geographic space and, in some cases, it can also be the one of the territory. The “territory” system has the “capacity (…) to integrate in its functioning a disruption without modifying its qualitative structure” (Holling, 1973, p. 1-23). Thanks to this, the system is maintained while evolving and if the geographic space presents a growing complexity provoked especially by the multiplication of anthropogenic objects, by their frequent transfers and relocations, the systems of actors assist to the growth of their own complexity as well. There are witnesses of the phenomenon, especially a wave unknown until then of new cuttings associated to politics of decentralization and an abundance of intervention and mobilization areas established by the new territorialized actors called of the civil society (NGO, associations, groups of entrepreneurs etc) and their international partners (Antheaume et al., 2005).

Hence, there is absolutely necessary to keep an eye on the geographic space, in order to guarantee a certain continuity between the decisions that will be made by the actors who will follow concerning a reference geographic space, with more reason because one organization (actors) could disappear, but the started project is kept. Therefore, the territories, considered as complex systems, are in permanent evolution, which introduces a second concept strongly bound to the first one: the observation.

2. …which needs the creation of observation tools…

The observation does not exist without its actors, so without observers, it refers to time within the specific geographic framework, it places space at the core of its preoccupations. The observation is defined as the action of observing, of attentively consider the nature, the man, the society, in order to know better\(^1\). This definition gets a totally different meaning of we refer to the territories’ specific issue, this being related to the complexity of the examined system. The observation integrates the notion of time and that of irreversibility; hence we deal with observing in time phenomena characterized by their possibility of evolution (Casanova, 2008). Or, these phenomena must be described very precisely so as to present exactly their evolution, with no ambiguity. When we deal with complex systems whose behavior is particularly unpredictable – this happens with the socio-spatial systems –, the observation has to be based on reliable data which describe in a coordinated way these systems. The observation consists then of an eye kept for a long period of time on a given system, described by a range of a gross data, which can be combined to produce indicators shared by a community. This is synthetic information, fruit of choices and interpretations. Among others, this brings about the question of indicators, which, starting with multiple and varied data, allow representing the consequences of the use, land settlement and administration of the geographic space by the man.

---

1. Action of scientifically observe (a recorder, described, measured phenomenon). Attentive surveillance to which a being, a phenomenon or a system is subject (Le Robert, 1992).
The indicators come out of several different logics, describing the condition of the system (diagnosis), the impact of the settlement policies (evaluation), or the possible evolutions of the system (prospective). Moreover, according to their organization within the observation tools, they will allow either approaching some themes (population, accommodation, employment etc.) or some issues, these ones being situated at the interface between different themes (insecurity, for instance). Finally, the observation implies a double share of information, upstream so as to supply the observatory, downstream so as to exploit it in a reasonable manner. The data and the indicators will influence the perception that we have on the observed systems and determine our look and our selective attention. Here, an important loop of feedback connects perception and observation. This puts again the observation tools at the core of the systems of actors under pressure on a given territory, meaning at the core of governance.

3. …which support the local governance

The governance is a relatively ambiguous concept. It suggests in some cases the power that certain actors put up in order to counterbalance the traditional action and the relative lack of commitment from the part of governments and institutions which control the State. The term refers as well to the interactions between the State and the society, i.e. the coalition systems of public and private actors, who, by means of coordination measures, have as purpose to make the public action more effective and the societies more easily governable. This goes for all levels. We consider that governance approaches the second definition and is based on the complexity of relations which join the actors of a territorial system, with the purpose of maintaining its stability on the basis of contradictory relationships which need at a certain moment an agreement, within “a continuous process of cooperation and composition between different and conflicting interests” (Smouts, 1995, p. 88). It is not only about the sphere of particular interests, as defined by Hegel in opposition with the State:

“In the civil society, each member is an end to himself/herself, all the rest is nothing for him/her”, but a combination of interests which in a general approach and thanks to a set of rules and/or contracts do not go against the general interest. Hence, the governance has to bring together the range of actors grouped within a territorial system. We actually deal with “a process of coordination of actors, of social groups and institutions, so as to fulfill proper purposes collectively discussed and defined in fragmented and uncertain environments” (Bagnasco, 1997, p. 38). It highlights the variety of actors who interfere or who can interfere in the administration of public businesses and, as for what we are interested in, in a territorialized framework, situating the governance at the interface between sociology, political science and of course geography. It is in this context of contradictory relations that the observation gets all its meaning, around the shared data, collectively validated so as to establish diagnosis and carry out studies which allow guiding the action.

The territorial intelligence relies therefore on these three concepts by mobilizing the new technologies of information. Its base relies on the notion of territory as proposed, the actors’ performances producing the organization of the geographic space according to many constraints, physical as well as organizational and which are materialized especially in many planning, orientation or territorial coherence documents currently requested. The territorial intelligence is hence described as follows: the organization of the set of used and shared knowledge by a set of actors in the framework of a given territory, so as to collectively observe in the purpose of a better governance. The territorial intelligence passes through a reciprocal organization realized within a network, so as to support the citizens’ participation, to enable the partnership among territorial actors for a general and balanced approach on territories. However, territorial intelligence will not be formalized without the adherence to a shared vision of territory and especially on common goals.

We are now trying to concretely illustrate the problems which arise in the framework of observation and which could influence the quality of governance through the performance of the tools set for helping the decision-making. The territorial intelligence depends directly on the observation and influences in this way the evolution of territories through the knowledge about actors, meant to be helpful in making decisions. We therefore find a well-defined structure of the geographic space, the actors and the governance which connects them mainly by means of observation tools.

2. ENTI: European Network of Territorial Intelligence.
II. At the core of each concept we find datum

1. Observation and observatories, at the border between real and knowledge

The development of observatories, whether we deal with observation of territories, observation of sociologic phenomena or economic or environmental ones, is strongly connected to three phenomena:
- the growing availability of data;
- the growing complexity of actors’ performances and of the used, settled and administrated geographic space;
- the growth in the expectations concerning knowledge and evaluation of actions.

In this way, from a cognitive point of view, the availability of data, together with an easier spread of information, enabled by the Technologies of Information and Communication (TIC), situate the observation issue in a context that we now have to define.

The cognitive approach leading to the production of knowledge can be illustrated under the shape of a continuum starting from what is real (whose signals we perceive) getting to knowledge and even beyond it, to the establishment of a pattern\(^3\) (Fig. 2).

*Figure 2: From real to knowledge*

![Diagram of real to knowledge process](image)

Note:
- Signaux = Signals
- Données = Data
- Informations = Information
- Connaissances = Knowledge
- Modèle = Pattern
- Mesure et codage = Measure and code
- Perception = Perception
- Traitement et synthèse = Treatment and synthesis
- Communication = Communication
- Interprétation = Interpretation

Source: Sède-Marceau (de), 2002.

The acquisition of knowledge related to territory, major objective prevailing over the decision-making, can be assimilated to a learning operation, i.e. a change in the capacity of thinking, representing and building the examined object under the effect of data. The researches conducted in cognitive sciences and in informatics reveal the fact that knowledge is the result of the data outside the learner, of the interactions with its environment and lastly the inside information tools, especially the memory tools.

As emphasized by Piaget (Piaget, 75) quoted by Noucher (Noucher, 07, p. 9), “the intelligence is only a more elaborated form of the biological adaptation. Hence, the processes through which learners build their own mental structures are realized in interaction with the environment”. The observation is

\[^{3}\) Establishing patterns, so formalized representations of the reality whose objective is to explain the phenomena and the relations between them. This purpose involves implicitly knowing this reality.
therefore part of this paradigm\textsuperscript{4} of knowledge. In order to better determine the issues of the observation, its relevance within the territorial approaches aiming the description, the analysis beyond the help in decision-making, it is important to place it within his continuum. Formally, the observation, considered as a constant attention over a subject but also as a “tool for collecting data”. (National Institute of Telecommunications) is situated upstream the process of generating knowledge (Fig. 3).

\textbf{Figure 3: The observation within the process of generating knowledge}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{Figure3.png}
\caption{The observation within the process of generating knowledge}
\end{figure}

Note: see Figure 2

Source: Sède-Marceau (de), 2002.

Integrating the reception of signals coming from the real world and the production of data, it very much influences knowledge, since it is this first step that will determine the set of properties and specific traits of data supplying the decision-making. This obvious fact for everybody seems to be quickly forgotten when the observation projects are actually embodied. In fact, how many decision-makers or studies conductors, technical experts, or even researchers actually reflect upon the question of quality of this transmutation which makes the transfer from the level of perceptions to a more formal one, that of data?

By definition, the observation implies the logic of description. So, in its widest acceptance, the description means gathering the observation carried out upon a certain phenomenon so as to provide its coherent and complete image. For the territorial observatories, we deal with representing the geographic space in connection with the users, settlers or administrators. The description has to lead to a representation of reality as exact as possible. It is an important step which results from the observation and prepares the analysis. The quality of the description determines the quality of the analysis’ results and the established policies of land settlement or administration.

There is however a distortion between the observation, as defined and used by the sciences (socio-logic observation as well as observation of physical and biological phenomena) and the observation initiated and performed by the territorial actors on the territory as object.

This distinction refers firstly to the object of observation. While the “scientific” observation appears actually as an approach exterior to the object itself, the territorial observation proves to be a lot more complex, since the “observers” are at the same “observed”. Actually there are many observatories set up by institutions, territorial collectivities that after all are watching themselves, through the territorial mutations that they have more or less directly initiated!

In terms of objectives another distinction has to be made. Whereas the scientific observation wants more a first decoding of the object for its description and then its understanding, the territorial observation aims, by means of reciprocal knowledge, at providing the interpretation keys for the complex systems

\textsuperscript{4} A paradigm designs the range of issues proper to an object of study and the techniques of this study.
The observatory of territories meets many expectations and especially that of better sharing, starting now, the available knowledge on territories, too often scattered or known only by specialists (http://www.premierministre.gouv.fr/information/actualites_20/presentation_rapport_observatoire_territoires_54646.html, December 2005).

In this context, we deal more with knowing in order to understand but also with knowing in order to take action, to decide, to evaluate (Fig. 4).

**Figure 4: From observation to action**

![Diagram showing the process from observation to action](image)

**Note:**
- Observer = Observe
- Décire = Describe
- Comprendre = Understand
- Décider = Decide
- Agir = Take action
- Evaluer = Evaluate

Source: Sède-Marceau (de), 2008.

As far as methods are concerned, the observatories development does not always meet a formalized and validated approach. The projects sometimes rely on essentially organizational approaches whose objectives consist in enabling partnerships around the themes of the observations. We can therefore associate “the observatory” to an organizational device of the type “studies department”, divided between different organizations and whose objectives are to regularly produce knowledge upon the territory and/or the analyzed theme. In some other cases the projects explicitly rely on the creation of a computerized tool, such as shared database, upon which a set of synthetic data, a base for territories knowledge, will be produced. No matter what, the observation as carried out within the orchestrated or not observatories can be assimilated to the creation of information and knowledge (Fig. 5).

**Figure 5: The territorial observatories, in the process of generating knowledge**

![Diagram showing the process of generating knowledge](image)

**Note:** see Figure 2

Source: Sède-Marceau (de), 2008.
However, in all situations, the objective is to produce together what would be impossible to produce separately. It is actually through the integration of multi-source and multi-thematic data that revelatory processes and characters of the complexity come out. Referring to that, we can mention the interest of the combination of socio-economic data and technical data on the buildings in order to develop behavior indicators for energy-consuming (Ibrahim et al., 2007). Another example, the use of a combination of financial data, of mobility data, as well as more “classical” data defining the profile of households (data of INSEE – National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies) allowing the evaluation of indicators of the cost of disaffection for the suburbs households.

Therefore, the objectives of the observation of territories are similar in a way to a certain kind of data coproduction, whose mechanisms were identified by Noucher (Noucher, 2007). This “connection” between observatories and coproduction allows us to point out the favourable conditions for a development of the essential participative logics in the framework of such projects (Fig. 6). As for every socio-cognitive mechanism, the stakes are then to fulfil understanding among actors of different cultures and professions and very often of different strategies. In this way governance will be set up on the basis of data sharing and reflections upon shared indicators.

Figure 6: Strategic and cognitive conditions favourable to different participative logics of coproduction of geographic data

Note:
Compromis, consensus et satisfaction des partenaires = Compromise, consensus and partners' satisfaction
Degré de satisfaction de l'acteur = The actor's satisfaction degree
Ligne des accords équitables = Line of fair agreements
Point de consensus = Consensus point
Matrice de proximité métier/organisation = Proximity matrix for profession/organization
Difficulté d'ordre cognitif = Cognitive difficulty
Pouvons-nous nous comprendre? = Can we understand each other?
Difficulté d'ordre stratégique = Strategic difficulty
Pouvons-nous coopérer? = Can we cooperate?


5. This study is currently conducted by The Urbanism Agency of the Besançon Agglomeration, in collaboration with the County Agency of Information on Accommodation in Doubs (France).
2. The indicators, revealing the quality of collaboration

On the background of assimilation of the observation to the data coproduction on the territory, it is essential to come back to the concept of indicator, which is at the core of the observation development.

In the regular vocabulary, an indicator is a datum which provides an indication (Le Petit Robert). For instance, the INSEE defines the concept of economic indicator as follows:

An indicator is a measuring instrument for an economic activity (or a range of activities) allowing observing on a regular basis the economic evolution generally on an infra-annual basis, as the real GNP, the industrial production, the prices level, the unemployment rate, the households’ confidence indicator,... (INSEE, http://www.insee.fr).

In the more and more complex framework of the administration and planning of territories, the public and/or private decision-makers ask for objective data in order to get to know and understand their competences territories and to evaluate the impact of the policies they initiated by their decisions. Apart from providing raw data, the conception of indicators appears therefore as a privileged means of transmitting synthetic information and the indicators become in this way also a key-element of reflection (Espacetemps.net, http://espaceTemps.net/document1708.html) and, beyond decision, even of evaluation.

In this way the notion of indicator would contain that of objectivity. This leads us to the descriptive dimension of the observation, whose objectives are to reflect the reality as objectively as possible. Hence, there is a strong connection between the objectivity of the description, the observation and the indicators, no matter what the established goals might be. However, this analysis has to be detailed. In fact, regardless of the considered themes or the reference scales, the produced data are far from being objective. As pointed out by Claramunt (Claramunt, 2007) or Joliveau (Joliveau, 2004), the reality is orchestrated. In fact, regardless of the interests, passing from the intention of the observation to the establishment of the tool meant to provide descriptive elements of reality is always object to instrumentation, whether of topographical issues, or collectors, surveys etc.

Very often, the geographer as well as the land settler or the decision-maker will be directly confronted to the data most often located without having had access to the codification of the initial information, not controlling any of the choices preceding the acquisition or the methods of acquisition. Besides, even if he/she controlled this dimension having therefore the opportunity to acquire data by himself/herself, these would be the result of the choice influencing the whole life cycle of the data, the tools and the techniques used for their collection in the choice of representation, passing through the used sampling patterns.

Moreover, an indicator, as suggested by the INSEE in its definition of economic indicators, has to provide on a regular basis knowledge elements allowing a constant view over phenomena. Introducing the periodicity brings us to specify the temporal implication of the indicator, allowing a real surveillance of the observed territories. We are then dealing with monitoring indicators. The questions are then raised upon the temporal monitoring granularity, taking into account the material contingencies (very often materialized in terms of cost) as well as the dynamics specific to systems under observation.

Finally, in the field of territories observation – and we are now dealing with the geographer’s actual activities – an indicator, as emphasized by (Joerin et al., 2001) must enable the perception of the heterogeneity and the spatial variable of the phenomena within the territory. This ability can simply be acquired by means of simple cartographic approaches based on putting thematic data in a certain spatial context. But it might be necessary to develop more complex indicators, providing information about the shape, the structure and the organization of phenomena. We are dealing here with the spatial dimension of the indicators (location, representations, relevance scale...), a dimension exploited in contexts of observation of mobility for instance (we can think of accessibility indicators (Sède et al., 2008), built on the basis of location, distance/time, services level...) and very much in demand nowadays, mainly in connection to the complexity of individuals’ peregrinations and to the needs of fulfilling their demands.

An indicator appears therefore as an indicating variable, significant for a state or even an evolution (variation rate for example) to a given perception level and whose interpretation is generally conducted according to norms or comparisons. Hence, it is included in the framework of defined spatial and temporal scales, adapted to the objectives it has to meet. So, an indicator refers generally to observation zoning
and frequencies which can differ depending on the observers. It is therefore essential to reflect upon the relevance of indicators according to the involved analysis scales. This last comment brings us to questions such as: “who observes what and at what level of time and space scales?”, inferring that the indicators produced in a built-up area around a city can only be complementary to those produced in a Region. On the basis of states synthesis, the indicators can though meet different objectives, from the diagnosis to the evaluation and prospection.

The indicator makes perfect sense within the observatories which allow by definition mutualising and integrating data of multiple proveniences (Sède et al., 2008). Its relevance, its synthesis qualities as well as the evaluation potential they contain are functions of the level of quality and collaboration developed by the partners reunited around the observatory projects. Hence, a great number of observation systems do not go beyond provision of basic descriptive indicators and provide very few indicators resulting from the coproduction of data, made out of a range of combined variables (for instance IDH) taking into account the time, the space, or the two of them and being based on common objectives of the actors.

3. The observatories: an application of the territorial information systems

The territorial observation creates information by means of indicators production. Analysing closer the generation of these synthesis information, it is possible to detail the process. The observation can actually be discriminated into four different phases which do not result from the same logic:

- Collecting data
- Storing and organizing data
- Processing data for producing synthetic information
- Disseminating synthetic information under an adjusted shape, aiming at different targets (decision-makers, administrators, citizens…)

This analysis determines several commentaries.

- Firstly, the observation cannot be assimilated to a simple function.
- Secondly, each identified phase is essentially different and in the view of observation computerization, they do not result from the same logic. Storing results clearly from the “database” logic where the application frameworks belong to the middle/long term from a temporal point of view, to the multi-scales from a spatial point of view and to a multi-partners dimension from an organizational and thematic point of view (Mennis et al., 2002). This brings us down to the notion of territorial complexity and introduces the establishment of hybrid solutions, specific to sciences and technologies of geographic information for monitoring the spatial dimension, more classical when we get down to monitoring thematic data. Processing deals clearly with an applicative logic-this evolves according to the spatial, thematic and organizational mutations specific to territories.
- Finally, at the extremities of the process, the entrances/exits around which the information flow is structured appear as “Achilles’ heel” of the device. Firstly, at the source, since the whole structure relies on supplying the data system. Afterwards, at the exits, because the observatories are essentially conceived to produce information and must meet this expectation.

6. We can here think of H. Pornon’s commentaries on the “empty shells”, expression referring to the observatories empty of their substance because of the lack of data! (Pornon, 2007a).
Figure 7: The concept of Territorial System of Information (TSI)

Note:
Applications Transport = Transport Applications
Observatoires = Observatories
Applications Logement = Accommodation Applications
Requêtes spatio-thematico-temporelles = Spatial-thematic-temporal requests
Cartographie = Cartography
Analyse spatiale = Spatial analysis
Métdonnées = Metadata
Analyse statistiques = Statictic analysis
Importation/Exportation = Import/Export
Données et documents = Data and documents

Source: Sède-Marceau (de), 2008.

Figure 8: The concept of system of information at the interface between decision and action

Note:
Contraintes = Constraints
Système de pilotage = Piloting system
Système d’information = Information system
Système opérant = Operating system

In this context, the observation tools belong to the logic of information systems, defined as a range of elements participating at administrating, processing, transporting and disseminating information. The instrumented observatory can therefore be considered as an application fuelled by the Territorial System of Information, just like other kind of applications of more targeted professions (Fig. 7). In the company’s world, these systems are clearly identified as an interface between the piloting system (hence, the decision one) and the operating system that can therefore be assimilated to administrators and other actors having a direct impact on the territorial system (Fig. 8).

**Figure 9: The strategic position of the SI**

Hence, the information flows circulating in the information system have a vital character. They will allow decision-makers to keep in touch with the field, which is, in our context, the “reality” of the territory, materialized in structures and operating modes. On the other hand, the actors will also need to exploit the information flows coming from the observatories, in order to gauge their interventions, but especially to optimize their operating mode. For instance, we can mention the importance of characterizing spaces in terms of land costs to advise and orient the private individuals within the purchase projects.

In other words, in the logic of the systems of information, the observatories must allow, in the framework of the issues they have been initiated for, to all the actors in the territory acquiring the information and knowledge they need in order to make decisions and take actions (Fig. 9).

**Conclusion: The observation, at the core of the territorial intelligence for better governance**

It appears today that several actors interfere on the geographic space and that the help in making a decision goes through mutualising many data, multi-sources, multi-thematic, multi-scales. It is actually essential, in order to improve the comprehension of the territories functioning, not to focus only upon the exploit of business data, but to mix them with more synthetic data which allow a general view over the approached issues. However, it appears that exchanging data is technically difficult, in spite of the efforts made in this field, especially in terms of standards (Pornon, 2007 a, b et c). They are time-consuming and because of the lack of time they are neglected, which involves more superficial analysis, without setting common references among different actors in charge with the land settlement.

As a final result the governance is weak, because the different views of the actors do not go together, the actions are scattered, little appropriated by all the participants. It appears therefore essential to set the establishment of observation tools on two approaches.
- identifying the professions of actors sharing a tool;
- placing the secured datum at the core of the approach.

Establishing observation tools involves being very much aware of the needs of the different actors who will use it. It is consequently essential to gather information concerning their practices, their intervention or administration territory and their prerogatives. These data are the ones enabling to determine better the needs of the future users. On this background it is essential to carry out qualitative surveys (by means of interviews) in order to get thorough knowledge of the professions and competences of different actors, to identify precisely the data that they mobilize in their professional activity as well as the administration and exploitation of these data; this allows identifying precisely their needs of information (data, indicators...).

These interviews have to emphasize the necessity to enable the meeting between the technicians and decision-makers around the centres of interest shared by different organisms throughout networks more or less formalized. Most often confined to approaches connected to the exercised profession, the actors rarely have a general perspective on the territorial operation mode and this happens even if they express their need to broaden their knowledge area. Collecting data does not have to represent a juxtaposition of several individual redundant activities through which the spatial and temporal dimension of the problems is not taken into account.

Actually the question of data is crucial, sharing and using them have the role of some bolts which we simply have to remove. In order to mobilize a great number and to embody the knowledge community gathered by the observatory, it is important for the project holders to be completely aware of these bolts and to mobilize the necessary energy and methods so as to turn these obstacles into operational objectives which could strengthen the tool appropriation and exploit by means of:
- Mutualising the standardized data easily exploitable by means of fast and efficient functionalities, strengthening in this way the basis of knowledge of the territory actors thanks to information (data, documents, maps) until then kept only for a restraint circle and thanks to shared indicators which come out of it;
- Securing the transmissions and the storing place;
- The statistic secret.

If the partners’ adherence to the suggested device is decisive for the usefulness of the observatory, the core of the observatory is the data and they constitute the major point of the stumbling block. It is therefore important to show that the technology is totally under control and that the risks run by the suppliers are taken into account.
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